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Crashed Out Jan 01 2020 Jasmine Taveras is the reason Sarge
Purcell grabbed his six-string and bailed the hell out of New
Jersey four years ago. She's the fuel for every song he's ever
written-each one laced with bitter, hard-edged, hungry lust. Now,
with his hugely successful band on temporary hiatus, Sarge is
determined to prove to Jasmine that he's turned into every inch
the man she's always needed... Men are slim pickings for a single
factory girl in Hook, New Jersey...until tall, broad-shouldered
hotness walks—or rather storms—into Jasmine's life. Sarge's
return shouldn't affect her this way. He's her best friend's much
younger brother, and the kind of rough, gritty, sexiness Jasmine
has no right to taste for herself. Even if he lets her. But lust is a
blinding, insatiable force. And when it crashes, it will take both
Sarge and Jasmine down with it... Each book in the Made in
Jersey series is STANDALONE: * Crashed Out * Thrown Down *
Worked Up * Wound Tight
Of Light and Darkness Nov 22 2021 "An absolutely unstoppable
love story in an unputdownable book. So many twists and
surprises I could barely take a breath!" - Shelly Crane, New York
Times Bestselling Author of Significance and Wide Awake "A true
delight from start to finish! It is sure to leave you thirsting for
more!" - Diane Alberts, USA Today Bestselling Author hr
Charlotte Ruzikova is an ordinary girl, but in a world of magic and
monsters, it's exactly what makes her an outcast. In occult
Prague, Witches draw enchantment spells, Shifters throw tea
parties, and markets glow like stardust as jack-o'-lanterns jeer
from cobblestone paths. For humans on the mundane side of
town, the occult city is a fairy tale for storybooks, but for
Charlotte, it's home. When she catches the eye of an Elven
prince
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and spurns his advances, Charlotte sparks a devastating war
between the creatures of the light and those lurking in the
darkness. Worst of all, she endangers the person she loves most:
the man who brought her to the occult city. Joining forces with a
coven of outcast monsters, Charlotte rebels against an empire to
preserve the magic in her city and in her heart. But can her allies
set aside their differences for the greater good? Loyalties are
tested and grudges grow thorny roots, but no matter the cost,
Charlotte will fight to save the shadows. In the occult city, the
dawn cannot consume the night. Warning: Guillermo del Torostyle monsters with the heart of a Studio Ghibli film roam free in
the streets of Occult Prague. Fans of THE MORTAL
INSTRUMENTS and THE VAMPIRE CHRONICLES will be eager
to visit. hr "I love a vampire that does what a vampire is supposed
to do...I highly recommend this story as a must read! Goodbye
Bella and Edward!"- I Heart YA Books "This was such a magical
and beautifully written tale of love and found family. The plot had
all the dynamic twists and turns to keep me enthralled to see
what would happen next. I support any book that takes the "good
versus evil" theme and flips it so the "evil" beings are
misunderstood and hated by the "good" for being different. Also, I
just really like vampires." - Verified Reviewer "Leighton had
shown off her talents as a world builder, with an ability to create
an atmosphere the reader can feel a part of. Her characters
arrive on the scene fully fleshed out, each with their own quirks
and backstory." - Steve Taintor, Vine Voice "Holy f***ing s***!
This woman is an f***ing genius! I mean, seriously! I was hooked
in from the very first word to the f***ing last! This book deserves
1,000s of stars because its just that f***ing epic. EPIC!!! That's
the perfect word for this book." -Verified Reviewer
Out of Line May 29 2022 Desperate to break free... I've spent my
entire life under my father's thumb, but now I'm finally free to
make my own choices. When my roommate dragged me to my
first college party, I met Finn Coram and my life turned inside
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out. He knows how to break the rules and is everything I never
knew I wanted. A Marine by day and surfer by night, he pushes
me away even as our attraction brings us closer. Now I am finally
free to do whatever I want. I know what I want. I choose Finn.
Trying to play by the rules... I always follow orders. My job, my
life, depends on it. I thought this job would be easy, all the rules
were made crystal clear, but when I met Carrie Wallington,
everything got muddy. She's a rule I know I shouldn't break, but
damn if I don't inch closer to the breaking point each time I see
her. I'm ready to step out of line. And even worse? I'm living a lie.
They say the truth will set you free, but in my case... The truth
will cost me everything.
Seducing the Bridesmaid Jun 17 2021 Regan Wakefield is a
headhunter in both name and personality: driven, motivated, and
unafraid to pursue what-and who-she wants. Naturally, she's
thrilled when her friend's wedding offers her an opportunity to
score Logan McCade, the practically perfect best man.
Unfortunately, groomsman Brock McNeil keeps getting in her
way, riling her up in the most delicious of ways. But Brock's
smooth southern charm isn't part of the plan...so how exactly did
they end up having searing-hot sex? Regan may pretend the
erotic electricity sparking between them is merely a distraction,
but Brock knows better. She refuses to see beyond the devil-maycare façade he presents to the world, while he sees straight
through hers. Changing her mind-and getting under her skin-is a
challenge he can't resist. And when he wins, Brock will do
whatever it takes to convince Regan that the best man for her is
him. Each book in the Wedding Dare series is a standalone story
that can be enjoyed out of order. Falling for the Groomsman by
New York Times bestselling author Jen McLaughlin, w/a Diane
Alberts Baiting the Maid of Honor by New York Times bestselling
author Tessa Bailey Seducing the Bridesmaid by New York Times
bestselling author Katee Robert Best Man with Benefits by USA
TODAY bestselling author Samanthe Beck Dare to Resist Access
by New
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York Times bestselling author Laura Kaye
Bad Girls Don't Marry Marines Jun 05 2020 The bad girl who
stole his heart … Valerie Willis has done it all: tattoos, one-night
stands, even strip poker. And now she can add getting a messy
public divorce to that list. Back in her hometown of Rock Canyon,
Val just wants to bury her head and wait for the scandal to pass.
But when she suddenly finds herself at a singles' weekend face-toface with former flame Justin Silverton, hiding from her
heart—and the sexy Marine—won't be that simple. Is just too
good to let go … It's been ten years since Justin kissed Val, but he
still remembers the way they just seemed to … fit. Since then he's
served his country and helped his father keep their ranch intact,
but he's never forgotten Val or her wild ways. So when a twist of
fate brings him the chance to chase her across state lines and
spend a weekend winning her heart, Justin's all in. Because when
he sees something he wants, he fights for it. And he's ready to
fight for the right to call this bad girl his one and only.
Racing Savannah Jan 31 2020 They're from two different worlds.
He lives in the estate house, and she spends most of her time in
the stables helping her father train horses. In fact, Savannah has
always been much more comfortable around horses than boys.
Especially boys like Jack Goodwin—cocky, popular and completely
out of her league. She knows the rules: no mixing between the
staff and the Goodwin family. But Jack has no such boundaries.
With her dream of becoming a jockey, Savannah isn't exactly one
to follow the rules either. She's not going to let someone tell her a
girl isn't tough enough to race. Sure, it's dangerous. Then again,
so is dating Jack.. Praise for Miranda Kenneally: "Kenneally's
books have quickly become must-reads."—VOYA "Fresh, fearless,
and totally romantic."—Sarah Ockler, bestselling author of
Twenty Boy Summer and Bittersweet on Stealing Parker
Love Me Jun 29 2022 A sexy category romance novella from
Entangled's Brazen imprint... He always gets what he wants... I've
never been Mr. Nice Guy. I'm the guy that closes the deal.
ThatFree
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confident asshole every guy hates and every woman secretly (or
not-so-secretly) wants. And right now, I'm stuck in Vegas—land of
cheap booze and cheap girls. The last thing I ever expected was
to see something here I want. Badly. Brianna Faulk is the key to a
major casino account, but it's all I can do to stop myself from
pulling her close, feeling those lush and damnably sexy pin-up
curves against me. To show her I mean a whole different kind of
business. The kind that leaves us both breathless and sweaty and
wanting more. It's just lust and need, and it's just for one night.
Only in Vegas, nothing is ever that simple... Previously released
on the Ever After imprint in May 2013.
Too Wild to Tame Jul 07 2020 A buttoned-up businessman and a
gorgeous wild-child . . . what happens when opposites definitely
attract? By day, Aaron Clarkson suits up, shakes hands, and acts
the perfect gentleman. And at night, behind bedroom doors, the
tie comes off and the real Aaron comes out to play. But he knows
that if he wants to work for the country’s most powerful senator,
he’ll have to keep his eye on the prize. That’s easier said than
done, though, when he meets the senator’s daughter. She’s wild,
gorgeous, and 100 percent trouble. Grace Pendleton is the black
sheep of her family. Yet while Aaron's presence reminds her of a
past she’d rather forget, something in his eyes keeps drawing her
in. Maybe it’s the way his voice turns her molten. Or maybe it’s
because deep down inside, the ultra-smooth, polished Aaron
Clarkson might be more than even Grace can handle.
Standards of Practice Handbook, Eleventh Edition Mar 03 2020
Baiting the Maid of Honor Aug 20 2021 Julie Piper and Reed
Lawson have nothing in common. She's a people-pleasing sorority
girl hiding behind her perfect mask. He's a take-no-prisoners
SWAT commander who isolates himself from the world. But when
they're forced together at their friends' posh destination wedding,
one thing is clear—Reed wants Julie more than he wants his next
breath. Which is why he's not about to stand by when she's dared
to seduce another man. Julie wants neat, tidy sex, so she Access
couldFree
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get back to what she does best—making everybody else happy.
She never expected to slip into a dark bedroom and have her
mind blown by rough, demanding hands, and a sinfully filthy
mouth—neither of which belong to the best man. One night
should have been all Reed needed to get the blond temptress out
of his system, but when one taste is nowhere near enough, he'll
be forced confront the effects of his hellish past. One that may
push Julie away forever...just when he realizes he can't live
without her. Each book in the Wedding Dare series is a
standalone story that can be enjoyed out of order. Falling for the
Groomsman by New York Times bestselling author Jen
McLaughlin, w/a Diane Alberts Baiting the Maid of Honor by New
York Times bestselling author Tessa Bailey Seducing the
Bridesmaid by New York Times bestselling author Katee Robert
Best Man with Benefits by USA TODAY bestselling author
Samanthe Beck Dare to Resist by New York Times bestselling
author Laura Kaye
Dare to Resist May 05 2020 Trapped and tempted, this battle of
wills rages all night long... Kady Dresco and Colton Brooks click
on a level that defies logic. There are only two problems. One,
he's her older brother's irritating best friend, and two, they're
bidding on the same military security services contract. When the
competition heats up, Colton is torn between wanting to strangle
Kady (and her annoying brilliance) and kissing her into
submission. Which is a bad idea for a million reasons, because
Kady's submission is exactly what he craves. Being trapped in a
tiny motel room with the object of his darkest fantasies will
require every ounce of his restraint. Kady doesn't want his
restraint, but Colton knows better. She deserves love, marriage,
and a white picket fence-three things Colton can't give her. But
her proximity and the memory of their steamy near-miss three
years ago slowly destroys his resolve. And he's not sure how
much longer he can keep his hands off...or his heart closed.
Best Friends with Benefits Apr 15 2021 Seven minutesAccess
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heaven never felt so good... Valerie Barkin and Alec Rogers
survived bullies, awful parents, and seriously shitty social
standing the only way best friends can—together. But with the
unexpected sexual tension suddenly flaring between them,
surviving their ten-year high school reunion might be a different
story... Val hasn’t changed. She still feels like the stringy-haired
band geek the popular kids teased, but Alec has definitely
changed. He’s now the front man for the Grammy-winning rock
band Chronic Disharmony, with the sexual reputation to match.
And he’s more than willing to help Val rock the reunion. And then
it happens—a drunken game of Seven Minutes in Heaven—and
their fourteen-years-long foreplay comes crashing to the
forefront...changing everything. Seven minutes turns into a
weekend of mind-blowing, no-strings-attached sex. But these best
friends won't be able to leave their hearts out of it forever, not
when the most meaningful benefit could change their relationship
for good. Each book in the Most Likely To series is a standalone,
full-length story that can be enjoyed out of order. Series Order:
Book #1 Best Friends with Benefits Book #2 Wrong Bed Reunion
Falling for the Groomsman Jan 25 2022 Photojournalist
Christine Forsythe is ready to tackle her naughty little to-do list,
and who better to tap for the job than a hot groomsman? But
when she crashes into her best friend's older brother, Christine
realizes her list needs updating. And fast. Tyler Dresco took her
virginity during the best night of her life, then bolted. Now that
they're trapped together at a destination wedding, she's going to
get her revenge. Tyler has never forgiven himself for how
completely he lost control all those years ago. Being in Christine's
arms had felt right...until he realized what he'd taken from her in
the hallway of a cheap motel. And oh, how she's making him pay
for it now. The insatiable heat between them has only grown
stronger, but every time things heat up, Christine walks away.
With every encounter, things go a little bit further until
Christine's caught in her own trap of seduction. And before
their
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time's up, Tyler's not the only one wanting more... Each book in
the Wedding Dare series is a standalone story that can be enjoyed
out of order. Falling for the Groomsman by New York Times
bestselling author Jen McLaughlin, w/a Diane Alberts Baiting the
Maid of Honor by New York Times bestselling author Tessa Bailey
Seducing the Bridesmaid by New York Times bestselling author
Katee Robert Best Man with Benefits by USA TODAY bestselling
author Samanthe Beck Dare to Resist by New York Times
bestselling author Laura Kaye
Seasonality in Primates Feb 23 2022 This book explores how
seasonal variation in resource abundance might have driven
primate and human evolution.
Mastering Communication with Seriously Ill Patients Jul 19 2021
Physicians who care for patients with life-threatening illnesses
face daunting communication challenges. Patients and family
members can react to difficult news with sadness, distress, anger,
or denial. This book defines the specific communication tasks
involved in talking with patients with life-threatening illnesses
and their families. Topics include delivering bad news, transition
to palliative care, discussing goals of advance-care planning and
do-not-resuscitate orders, existential and spiritual issues, family
conferences, medical futility, and other conflicts at the end of life.
Drs Anthony Back, Robert Arnold, and James Tulsky bring
together empirical research as well as their own experience to
provide a roadmap through difficult conversations about lifethreatening issues. The book offers both a theoretical framework
and practical conversational tools that the practising physician
and clinician can use to improve communication skills, increase
satisfaction, and protect themselves from burnout.
This Tender Land Sep 20 2021 INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER! “If you liked Where the Crawdads Sing, you’ll love
This Tender Land...This story is as big-hearted as they come.”
—Parade The unforgettable story of four orphans who travel the
Mississippi River on a life-changing odyssey during the Great
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Depression. In the summer of 1932, on the banks of Minnesota’s
Gilead River, Odie O’Banion is an orphan confined to the Lincoln
Indian Training School, a pitiless place where his lively nature
earns him the superintendent’s wrath. Forced to flee after
committing a terrible crime, he and his brother, Albert, their best
friend, Mose, and a brokenhearted little girl named Emmy steal
away in a canoe, heading for the mighty Mississippi and a place
to call their own. Over the course of one summer, these four
orphans journey into the unknown and cross paths with others
who are adrift, from struggling farmers and traveling faith
healers to displaced families and lost souls of all kinds. With the
feel of a modern classic, This Tender Land is an enthralling, bighearted epic that shows how the magnificent American landscape
connects us all, haunts our dreams, and makes us whole.
Caught Jan 13 2021 A sexy category romance from Entangled's
Brazen imprint... She was hired to clean up his image. He wants
nothing more than to get her dirty. Watching sex tapes at the
office is just part of PR professional Vivian Blake's job, especially
when she has to clean up a celebrity's image. Except that her
newest client isn't quite that easy. Racecar driver Jarod Cage is
beyond hot, and his onscreen "performance" is already
compromising Viv's cool professionalism. While Jarod hasn't
exactly been discreet about his personal life, he never thought his
reputation could cost him both his sponsor and his racing career.
Now he has to put his future in the hands of a tiny, pixie-like
publicist. Which is becoming a problem, because the heat
between them is about to redline. But when you go this hard and
fast, putting on the brakes is the most dangerous thing you can
do...
Break Me Slowly Aug 27 2019 National and International
Bestselling Book!#1 Contemporary FictionGraduate student
Katelyn Gunn is headed for her first day of assistant teaching
when she is almost hit by a car. The nervous and inexperienced
Kate is shocked to realize that it isn't the near death experience
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that has her heart racing, but the sinfully sexy man behind the
wheel. Adam Kinkade is ultra-wealthy, devastatingly handsome,
and the most powerful distribution mogul in Chicago-he is also
the first man who ignites emotions inside of her other than fear.
Adam is a man used to getting what he wants. And he wants
Katelyn-naked and often. Willing to stop at nothing to possess
her, he relentlessly peruses Kate only to discover that it is she
who possesses him-completely.Kate quickly realizes that Adam
has secrets of his own, secrets dark enough to break the walls she
keeps so firmly in place. Passion turns to possession, and Adam's
controlling nature and seductive hands sparks a desire so strong,
it destroys her own demons. But when desire turns to addiction,
Kate fears that it will rage too hot, and shatter her sanity.
"Haunted pasts, scorching chemistry, page-melting tension...Joya
Ryan delivers a love affair so deliciously sinful, you'll devour it in
one sitting." ~National bestselling author Marina AdairThis book
contains adult content and sexual scenes. Meant for readers 17+.
(Adult Contemporary Women's - New Adult Fiction)
Kiss Me at Midnight Nov 30 2019 A sexy category romance
novella from Entangled's Brazen imprint... Her New Year's
resolution was seduction... Doctor Ashley Hanes has one mission
and one mission only—end her annoyingly long dry streak and
ring in the New Year with a bang. Literally. When her long lost
and oh-so-sexy ex-best friend Ethan Pierce shows up as if he
hadn't broken her heart all those years ago, suddenly she doesn't
want to bring home just any man. She wants Ethan. What should
have been one night of blow-your-mind make-up sex quickly turns
into another. And another. Before long, Ashley thinks maybe she
and Ethan should reunite for good. If only the elusive bachelor
would stop running from his tortured past and trust a future in
Ashley's arms... Previously released in December 2013 under the
Entangled Flaunt imprint.
The Penthouse Pact Mar 15 2021 Billionaire software developer
Parker Braxton knows everyone wants something from him.
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That's why he made a multi-million-dollar bachelor pact with his
friends to never marry. But he never counted on running into,
literally, the quiet but sensual Layla Fallon. Layla isn't afraid of
hard work. Still, there is no light at the end of her student-loan
tunnel. When Stuck-Up Suit—Parker Braxton—accidentally runs
her over, it's the last things she needs. She refuses his help, but
he's persistent. He’s also handsome, kinder than she ever
expected, and she’s doing her best to ignore her attraction. Which
is harder than it sounds when she’s recuperating at his
penthouse. Sparks fly. Hearts flutter. But falling for Layla could
cost Parker more than just several million dollars.
Cosmo's Fifty-One Shades of Blonde Jun 25 2019 The sexy
story that first burned up the pages of Cosmopolitan is here—with
three new chapters that are so hot they may steam up your
screen Christopher Reiss is the handsome and extremely
intimidating CEO of a major financial firm. Megan’s nothing but a
lowly assistant. But when she stumbles upon some incriminating
evidence that could threaten Christopher’s career, she finds
herself on his radar . . . and eventually his desk, his kitchen
counter, his bed . . . you get where this is going, right?
Responsible Research with Biological Select Agents and Toxins
Feb 11 2021 The effort to understand and combat infectious
diseases has, during the centuries, produced many key advances
in science and medicine-including the development of vaccines,
drugs, and other treatments. A subset of this research is
conducted with agents that, like anthrax, not only pose a severe
threat to the health of humans, plants, and animals but can also
be used for ill-intended purposes. Such agents have been listed by
the government as biological select agents and toxins. The 2001
anthrax letter attacks prompted the creation of new regulations
aimed at increasing security for research with dangerous
pathogens. The outcome of the anthrax letter investigation has
raised concern about whether these measures are adequate.
Responsible Research with Biological Select Agents and Toxins
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evaluates both the physical security of select agent laboratories
and personnel reliability measures designed to ensure the
trustworthiness of those with access to biological select agents
and toxins. The book offers a set of guiding principles and
recommended changes to minimize security risk and facilitate the
productivity of research. The book recommends fostering a
culture of trust and responsibility in the laboratory, engaging the
community in oversight of the Select Agent Program, and
enhancing the operation of the Select Agent Program.
Sinfully Sexy Aug 08 2020 In this enchanting contemporary
romance, sure to delight readers of Rachel Gibson and Susan
Elizabeth Phillips, a close encounter of the sexy kind leads a plain
Jane to discover her wild side. Chloe Sinclair has never been bad .
. . until she stumbles—literally—into the arms of a gorgeous
stranger. To make matters worse, the morning after, her world is
rocked completely off its axis when the sensual dreamboat turns
out to be the man brought in to save the TV station where she
works. Sterling Prescott is hard-driven, gorgeous as hell, and
determined to turn the struggling KTEX into a success. But all
bets are off when the shameless wildcat that disappeared on him
last night walks back into his life—acting like a squeaky-clean
librarian. Life gets truly complicated, however, when Sterling
decides to win more than the station—and to show Chloe that
being sexy isn’t a sin. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt
from Linda Francis Lee's Simply Sexy.
On One Condition Nov 03 2022 Kindergarten teacher Johanna
hates Valentine's Day. She hates romance, hates commercialism,
and definitely hates her school's annual charity date auction. She
never expects her pre-auction night of drinking to land a sexy Brit
in her bed. Or for that Brit to show up at the auction, bid
thousands just to talk to her again, and then get down on one
knee in front of everyone and ask her to marry him. Viscount
Damon Hayes has never met anyone like Johanna. She's neurotic,
fascinating, and fun. She also doesn't care about his title Access
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doesn't want his money, which makes Johanna perfect to fulfill a
surprise clause in his father's will: marry within three months and
remain married for a year, or lose his fortune. A relationship is
out of the question, but when passions ignite and the two fall in
love, their marriage of convenience becomes anything but.
Before I Die Oct 22 2021 Tessa has just a few months to live. So
she compiles her bucket list, her To Do Before I Die list. Number
one is sex. Released from the constraints of 'normal' life, Tessa
tastes new experiences to make her feel alive while her failing
body struggles to keep up. Heartbreaking yet astonishingly lifeaffirming, Before I Die will take you to the very edge.
Comparative Primate Socioecology Oct 10 2020
Methodologies as applied to recent primate research that will
provide new approaches to comparative research.
Constructing and Reconstructing Gender Nov 10 2020 A
multifaceted analysis of gender.
What Universities Owe Democracy Sep 28 2019 Introduction -American dreams : access, mobility, fairness -- Free minds :
educating democratic citizens -- Hard facts : knowledge creation
and checking power -- Purposeful pluralism : dialogue across
difference on campus -- Conclusion.
Never Let a Unicorn Meet a Reindeer! Dec 12 2020 "A story
about a little girl that wants a reindeer for her birthday!"--Amazon
website.
Faking It Oct 02 2022 Faking It by Diane Alberts: Derek Rory
never meant to propose to his best friend's little sister. But when
her boss tells a family-oriented investor he's Stephanie's fiancé,
Derek can either play along or let her get fired. He's hardly one to
turn away from a damsel in distress. If only that damsel wasn't
adorable and sexy with a laugh that could melt any cold business
mogul's heart. When a business proposal becomes a marriage
proposal, Stephanie Miller tries to keep it strictly boardroom. But
when things get hot under the table, it's all they can do to stay
apart. As the tangle of lies drags them deeper into the Access Free
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underhanded world of business politics, Stephanie finds herself in
over her head—not just with her job, but with her "fiancé." His
eyes are cold, but his kisses light her on fire. If she's not careful,
she'll end up faking her way into a real romance.
An Accidental Date with a Billionaire Jul 31 2022 Samantha
Matthews turned her back on her wealthy family to focus on
social work. Those who know her think she’s the heart of
kindness. Those who know her really well know she’s in a neverending battle to make up for the harm her family’s companies
inflict on the world. Which is how she finds herself at a charity
bachelor auction of all places. But oops, she was supposed to bid
on her bff’s brother as a favor and accidentally bid on the wrong
guy. Sue her for not being able to tell one stick-in-the-mud CEO
from another. Backstage, she goes to tell him not to worry about
having to go through with a date or anything, but the oafish
billionaire cuts her off dismissively. Looks her up and down,
hands her a card with his assistant’s contact details, and reminds
her that sex is definitely off the table. Oh, she’ll call the assistant
all right and have her make sure he wears jeans and comfortable
shoes and to pick her up at seven a.m. The only “hammering” this
guy is going to be doing is at Habitat for Humanity. Too bad he
turns out to be nothing like she expected.
Try Me Apr 27 2022 A sexy category romance novella from
Entangled's Brazen imprint... She was off-limits...until now. Vegas
was a bad idea. There's no real good reason for a Marine to be
stranded in the desert...and yet here I am. Hungover as hell,
bruised, and bloodied. The tequila was just another mistake in a
long line of mistakes. So naturally she had to be the one to come
and save my sorry ass. The girl who broke my heart. My ex-best
pal's little sister... And dammit, I still want Erica Jones as much as
I did all those years ago. Tried to tell her I loved her then, and she
ran. Now I just need to touch that smooth-as-silk skin,
worshipping the curves of her body. But she and I? We always see
through each other, and something's changed. And despite
how
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screwed up we are, this time I'm going to prove myself to her...to
hell with the consequences. Previously released on the Ever After
imprint in May 2012.
Long-Term Field Studies of Primates May 17 2021 Some primate
field studies have been on-going for decades, covering significant
portions of individual life cycles or even multiple generations. In
this volume, leading field workers report on the history and
infrastructure of their projects in Madagascar, Africa, Asia and
South America. More importantly, they provide summaries of
their long-term research efforts on primate behaviour, ecology
and life history, highlighting insights that were only possible
because of the long-term nature of the study. The chapters of this
volume collectively outline the many scientific reasons for
studying primate behaviour, ecology and demography over
multiple generations. This kind of research is typically
necessitated by the relatively slow life histories of primates.
Moreover, a complete understanding of social organization and
behaviour, factors often influenced by rare but important events,
requires long-term data collection. Finally, long-term field
projects are also becoming increasingly important foci of local
conservation activities.
Underneath It All Oct 29 2019 One hot architect. One naughty
schoolteacher. One crazy night that changes everything.If I had
known I'd have a hot architect balls deep inside of me before the
end of the weekend, I'd have made time for a pedicure. Also, a
little chat about not losing my shit at all the wrong
moments.Hindsight was a bitch, and karma...well, I didn't know
her story yet.Meet Lauren Halsted.It's all the little things--the
action plans, the long-kept promises--that started falling apart
when my life slipped into controlled chaos.After I fell ass-overelbow into Matthew Walsh's arms.I couldn't decide whether I
wanted to run screaming or rip his pants off, and most days I
wanted a little of both. If I was being honest with myself, it was
rip his pants off, ride him like a workhorse, and then run Access Free
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screaming.Meet Matthew Walsh.A rebellious streak ran through
Lauren Halsted. It was fierce and unrelentingly beautiful, and
woven through too many good girl layers to count, and she wasn't
letting anyone tell her what to do.Unless, of course, she was
naked.She wasn't looking for me and I sure as shit wasn't looking
for her, but we found each other anyway and now we were locked
in a battle of wills, waiting for the other to blink.Sometimes the
universe conspires to bring people together. Other times, it
throws them down a flight of stairs and leaves them in a bruised
and bloodied heap.
The Physics of Cancer Apr 03 2020 An introduction to the
emerging field of cancer physics, integrating cancer biology with
approaches from theoretical and applied physics.
Best Man with Benefits Mar 27 2022 Logan McCade arrives at
his best friend's wedding overworked and in desperate need of a
vacation, only to discover his best man duties have
been...expanded. He must coax Sophie, Colton's little sister, out
of her shell or risk her hiding in her room all week. Logan figures
he can handle one shy bridesmaid, but he's not expecting how
much he enjoys "handling" Sophie. Socializing has never been
introverted web designer Sophie Brooks's strong suit, but she's
determined to shed her wallflower image and embrace the "New
Sophie"-a feat made easier with the supremely sexy Logan
McCade tempting her to explore all her forbidden fantasies. If
she's not careful, she just might fall for the best man. Sophie's
sweet, sexy, and delectably awkward demeanor brings muchneeded calm to Logan's hectic life. With the nuptials only days
away, Logan is forced to face the possibility that his favor to a
friend might have become something else entirely...and that he's
not willing to let Sophie go. Ever. Each book in the Wedding Dare
series is a standalone story that can be enjoyed out of order.
Falling for the Groomsman by New York Times bestselling author
Jen McLaughlin, w/a Diane Alberts Baiting the Maid of Honor by
New York Times bestselling author Tessa Bailey SeducingAccess
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Bridesmaid by New York Times bestselling author Katee Robert
Best Man with Benefits by USA TODAY bestselling author
Samanthe Beck Dare to Resist by New York Times bestselling
author Laura Kaye
Play Me Sep 01 2022 A sexy category romance novella from
Entangled's Brazen imprint... Scoring is only part of the game...
Today, I was supposed to get married, but thanks to my dick of an
ex, there's no happily-ever-after in sight. So tonight, I'm aiming
for a happy ending, one that involves a whole lot of champagne,
and the hottest sex of all—revenge sex. Garrett Kelly is just the
man to satisfy my needs, both in and out of the bedroom. All I
need to do is to make the first move... For one night, he's
everything I wanted and needed. Of course, now I've gone and
crossed the line between friendship and...something else. Getting
involved with an unreliable guy is always a bad idea, and falling in
love? Even worse. Now my little game of hot-sex-and-revenge has
taken a hell of a turn—and this time, there are consequences.
Previously released on the Ever After imprint in July 2013.
Take Over at Midnight Sep 08 2020 They both came from the
streets, now they must save a nation. “Best 5 romance of 2013!” –
Eloisa James, Barnes & Noble Her father said Lola LaRue would
grow up to be a stripper and a whore. Instead she became a top
helicopter pilot for the Army’s secret Night Stalker regiment. Tim
Maloney ran from his family to work in a chop shop, parting out
stolen cars. Both their lives changed the day the planes flew into
the World Trade Center. Little did they know that they’d have to
come together to save their country from the next great attack.
“Buchman proves his military romance prowess.” – RT Book
Reviews “Buchman takes the military romance to a new standard
of excellence.” – Booklist [Can be read stand-alone or in series. A
complete happy-ever-after with no cliffhangers. Originally
published in 2013. Re-edited 2021 for improved reader
experience but still the same great story.] Buy now to join the
military romance adventure.
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The Billionaire's Surrogate Jul 27 2019 When innocent college
student Emily Valdez desperately needs money, she agrees to be
the surrogate for Colton Collins, an enigmatic billionaire. But
virginal Emily isn’t prepared for the passion that erupts between
them, or Colton’s dark family secrets, as she is drawn into a world
of fame, wealth, and danger.
Strategic Theory for the 21st Century: The Little Book on Big
Strategy Dec 24 2021 Strategy for the nation-state is neither
simple nor easy. Good strategy demands much of the military
professional whether he is formulating, articulating, evaluating,
or executing strategy. Few do it well. It requires the professional
to step out of the planning mind set and adopt one more suited
for the strategic environment. This is particularly true in periods
of great change and turmoil when a successful military strategy
must be closely integrated with and may depend on other national
strategies of the interagency community. A theory of strategy
helps in this transition by educating the professional and
disciplining his thinking in any of his roles. This monograph
advances a theory of strategy that provides essential terminology
and definitions, explanations of the underlying assumptions and
premises, and substantive hypotheses that explain the nature of
the strategic environment and the role and expectations of
strategy. The environment is explained in theoretical and
practical terms, and the implications for strategic thinking are
developed with a distinction being made between strategy and
planning mind sets. The typical problems practitioners have in
formulating and articulating strategy are discussed. Strategy
formulation is recognized as both an art and science, and the U.S.
Army War College strategy model of ends, ways, and means is
expounded on and advocated as a methodology for articulating
strategies.
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